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MAJ. CAMM
TO LEAVE
IN JUNE
To Assume Position At
ft. Leavenworth School
Major Frank Camm, F. A., assistant profeSsor of :Military Science and Tactics, will take up a
new position in June at the Command and General Staff School
at Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas.
This change was ordered in a
communication from the War
Department, Washington, D. C.,
to the military office.
It was not announced at the
time who would replace i!Vlajor
Camm who has .been stationed
here since the founding of our
RJOT,C unit in 19'36.
This change comes as a continuation of an unwritten military
custom that no military ·officer
stay at one Post more than four
years. It is ibelieved that at the
end ·Of the 1940-41 school year,
Major A. tM. Hal'lper, professor of
Military Science ·and Tactics, and
Captain G. E. Wrockloff will also
leave this unit and that the officer ta:king !Major Camm's place
will become the commanding offi-cer.
Major Camm, •a native of
Lyncblburg;--Vifginia, was graduated !from the University of
Virginia Law •Slchool and began
Army service at ·Ft. 'Meyer, Virginia, in 19-17.
During the war
he was attached to .the Fiity-fifth
Artillery which was active in
the Aisne-Marne and the MueseArgonne operations
When .he returned to the United :States he joined the Eightyfirst at ·Ft. Bragg, N. C., and then
went to Ft. Knox •and Ft. Sheridan, the Field Artillery school
at Ft. Sill, Ft. Allen, and Harvard
University where he was assistant professor of tactics.

'HOOKS', X. U. MASCOT
LOST-AND·FOUND
Confusion reigned for several hours early Wednesday
morning when the disappear•
ance of "Hooks,'' Xavier's
mascot, became known, it was
learned from Major A. M.
Harper, professor of military
science and tactics and owner
of the white, wire-haired fox
terrier.
Police had been notified to
be on the lookout for the dog
and the public at large heard
of the disappearance through
radio station WCPO.
Peace was restored about
ten a. m., Wednesday when
the errant mascot was found
in Norwood, several miles
from the Xavier campus.
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CHAIRMAN FOR SENIOR BALL,
CLEF CLUB DANCE ANNOUNCED
CLUB NAMES
KREKELER
Final Concert Followed By
Dance, To B~ May 17

INSPECTl'ON

MAY 14

The date and the inspector
for the annual Corps Area Inspection at the University
were announced Tuesday by
Major A. M. Harper, professor
of military science and tactics.
Lieutenant-Colonel William
H. Cureton, F. A., officer in
charge of the Cincinnati Recruiting District, and Captain
Selby F. Little, F. A., on duty
with the Organized Reserve
in Cincinnati, are to be the
inspectors of the Xavier Battalion on Tuesday, May 14.

Edward B. Krekeler, pre-medical senior and four-year member of the University Clef Club,
was appointed chairman of the
Club's formal spring concer·t and
dance, Richard T. Schmidt, president, announced Wednesday.
The date of the affair has been
officially set for Friday, May 24.
With .a view ·toward acoustics,
and the facilities of accommodating a large audience, Krekeler
stated that he has chosen the
Preparations are being made Gibson Florentine Room for the
dual affair. The orchestra has
The papers of three •contestants
to accommodate a capadty gathnot as yet been selected, but in the •Intercollegiate Latin Conering of nearly five thousand for
several of Cincinnati's more pop- test, held Thursday, April 4, in
the one-hundredth commenceular bands are under considera- the Library Reading Room, have
ment exercises of the University
tion.
Among them are Jack been selected by a group bf Xato be held in the Memorial ·FieldSpratt, Herman Kirs-chner, and vier professors for submission to
house on June 5th, Dean of
the Committee of Judges at West
Freshmen, Rev. Laurence J. Jimmy James.
The price of .tickets has not Baden College, the Rev. ALbert J.
Lynch, S. J'., a member of the
commencement program com- been s·tated, altho·ugh it is gen- Camenzind, professor of Latin,
erally believed ~hat there will announced Thursday. The three
mittee, stated Monday.
The committee also .. P'ians to nof be·· a -great ·cfi1ange from the contestants: are arts seniors John
have nearly six hundred persons price set for the last two years. Bruder, Edward Foy, and John
participate in the cap and gown The ticket sale will be begun in Woestman.
Papers sulbmHted lby other stuprocessional, since many of the the near future by all the memdents whcih merited the special
alumni are expected to take an bers of the club. The 1939 conceflt-dance was attention of the J'·udges were
active part in the program. Several guests of national import- held in the Florentine Room un- those of Robert S. Koch and Roib·ance are being invited to_ the der the direction of Leonard J. ert M. Weigand, juniors; Frank
Herm J. Gorman and ·Robert E. Kaske,
commencement as well as many Donlin, class of '39.
prominent Jesuit educators, Dean Kirschner provided the dance sophomores; J'ohn J. Nader and
music.
John IL. Schneider, freshmen.
Lynch said.
------------------------------------------

Capacity Crowd
For Graduation

As

Yo UR

Papers Selected
For Latin Contest

THES PIANS WILL LOOK

LECTURERS APPEAR
BEFORE MEN'S GROUP
Three members of the Dante
Club were active last night in
the presentation of a le~ture at
8: 30 .before the memlbers of the
Holy Name Society at St. Mary's
Cathedral, Covington, Ky.
"The Crusades", the title of
the illustrated lecture, was. given by Francis P. Burke, arts senior, Robert G. Kissel, and William K. Clark, arts juniors.

Date Is May 3-Ratterman,
Heekin Are Assistants
Melvin J. Tepe, recent winner
of the Verkamp Debate Medal,
again entered the undergraduate
limelight this week when he was
appointed ·chairman of the 1940
Senior Ball by Paul C. Beckman,
president of the senior class.
Named as Tepe's assistants
were Emmet A. Ratterman and
David P. Heekin, arts seniors.
All three appointments were approved by the Social C=mittee
headed 1by Dr. Charles F. Wheeler, assistant professor of English.
The date of the ball, the chairman revealed, is Friday, May 3rd,
while the place will most likely
be one of the larger local country
clubs.
At present Kenwood
and Hyde Park are the chief ones
under consideration.
Tepe, one of the most extracurdcularly active seniors on the
·campus, is president of iboth the
Poland PMlopedian Society and
the ~vidence Guild, and is the
present manager ·of the varsity
debating squad.
"In view of the fact that this
year we celebrate the dual anniversary of the Society of Jesus
and the C~mtennial of Xavier University," Tepe said, "every effort
shall 1be exerted to make next
month's ·ball the most outstanding in Xavier history.
We are
strivin'g to obtain as far as possiIble a '.big name' hand along with
a broadcast over one ·of the Cincinnati radio stations."
The ball committee promises
to come forth with definite information as to the orehestra and
the site of the ball very shortly.
The price has not as yet been
stated.
The 1939 Sen1or Ball was held
at the Hartwell Country Club
under the chairmanship ·of 1!.,rank
W. Moore and Ches Wahle's Orchestra provided the rhythm.

JEROME GRAHAM
IS NEW EDITOR
OF ATHENAEUM

your week at
a peek ~ ~
&

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - I r v i n F. Beumer, as Archbishop
FRIDAY: Masque Society reThomas a Becket
hearsals at 7:30 in the Biology
Lobby. SUNDAY: "Murder in
BY JAMES L. CENTNER
the Cathedral" practice in the
After two months of heart
Biology 'Lobby at 1:30. MON- breaking toil, ·the members of
DAY: Mermaid Tavern convenes the Masque Society, under the
in their private quarters in the direction of Louis Feldhaus, inUni-On House at 8:00. 'l'IUESDAY: structor of English,. are at last
Corps 'nay formation on ·the low- preparing for their great day.
er playing field at 11:30. WED- April 26, looms in the foreNESDAY: Fifty-second annual ground, and the cathedral of
alumni banquet at , the Gibson Canterbury will soon resound
Fl-Orentine at 6:30. THURSDAY: with the cries of murderous
Philopedian and Sodality meet- knights, tempting tempters, adings at 11:30.
monishing townsmen, timid

TEPE TO HEAD
1940 BALL

James A. Lemkuhl, as a
townsman.

Raymond Wilson, Jr., as one of
the murdering knights.

priests, and informative heralds,
all appearing in ·the product.ion
"Murder in the Cathedral."
Irvin F. Beumer, arts junior,
will· for the third consecutive
year, portr.ay the lead in the
Masque Society production, taking the part of Archbishop
Thomas a Becket, who, in the
eleventh century, was murdered
in his bel-Oved Cathedral at Cantel"bury. Before his martyrdom,
Becket was · tempted by four

men, each choosing to emphasize a separate phase of life with
all its attractions. Thomas rejected the proposals of all four.
The parts of the Tempters are
taken by William L. Blum, Harry J. Washer, William A. McClure, and James L. Centner.
Blum, W'<!sher and Centner are
veterans of the Xavier stage.
The four knights who ignominously murdered Thomas as he
(Continued on Page 5)

With the Athenaeum scheduled
to make its first campus appearance next week, the editors and
the staff of the student literary
quarterly were announced Tuesday by the moderator, the Rev.
Paul J. Sweeney, S. J.
Jerome M. Graham, arts senior,
and highest Xavier placer in the
Intercollegiate English Contest,
was appointed editor.
His staff
will include the following' men:
John J. Bruder, arts,-senior, as
managing editor; Robert E. Kaske, arts sophomore, as circulation
manager; the editorial iboard will
consist of Raymond J. Wilson,
Jr., arts senior; and !Robert G.
Kissel, Robert M. Weigand, ·William J'. F. Roll, Jr., and William
(Continued on Page 5)
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THE SHORT END .... By John E. Smith
STILL RAGING is the heated battle
over the appointment of Bertrand
Russell to professorship at the City College of New York. Springing to his de·
fense in the April 6th edition of the
Cincinnati News Record
is 1columnist John F.
Matthews. We'd like
to defe'r ·the Amen of
the issue a few lines,
and add our comments
.to the matter.
Mr. Matthews very
well seems to have de·bunked the first two
arguments against Russell, concerning his being an alien and the absence of a competitive examination. But .treatment of
the third and most controversial point
seems .to be mostly of the opm1on variety, and several of these opinions we
must challenge.
Yes, Mr. Matthews, our nation remains
on as firm a platform of tolerance and
freedom ·of speech as ever, despite the
decision against Bertrand Russell. Never
to our recollection was a man prohibited
from speaking his part because of Government interference, but, must the 'Government pay the propogandist? We
think not. Who would think -0f demanding •a .government recompense for propagating a moral doctrine, whether he be

priest, minister, -0r rabbi? Yet you would
have the ·taxpayers of New York give
their financial support to this man's doctrine of immorality! Not very impartial.
But he's to teach math, not marriage
and .morals, you will say. Have you, to
prove my point, known any .teacher who
at greater or lesser intervals has not taken time out to expound his pet philosophy? We ·know none such.
We believe that "the fanatic few" to
whom you refer is a vastly greater number than the reader would be led to believe; and as for thir "shreiking the condemnation ·of they know not what"-it
seems rather that ·the writer knows not
what. These so called shrieks arise for
the condemnation ·Of a doctrine of "free
love." This you would have .taught in
tax-paid schools? Why .that's more ·brass
than . was shown by Nazi Germany in
their attempt to introduce the· like in this
country . . . They •at least spread it
through the medium of their own Bund.
The lights have gone out in Europe,
as you say, but thanks to the fight waged
by the opposition of Bertrand Russell,
whom we might mention, we consider an
example of the many other less publicized Bertrand Russells now teaching,
we ·think the flickering lights of America will assume their old, if not even a
more brilliant glow.

that g-0od practicing Catholics have all
the qualities necessary to be the best
AN EDITORIAL writer in The Univer- Americans in .the land.
sity -0f ,Cincinnati News Record before concluding that he does not object
to the appointment -0f Lord Bertrand Fill That ChestRussell to .the faculty of the City College WE WOULD feel guilty if we did not
of New Y·ork, quotes a statement by a
do our share towards calling our
Dr. Bowers of Princeton. Dr. Bowers rea d ers• a tt en t'ion t o th e presen.... c omargues •that it is not a question of wheth- munity Chest drive, in progress from
er or not freedom of speech .and aca- dollars and cents •the great amount of
demic freedom are sanctioned by God or April 8 to ·25.
Seventy-two charitable agencies and
the nature of the universe. Concerning
the freedom of speech he says: "Utility, institutions are supported by the Chest,
n-0t sanctity, in other •words, must be -0ur and this number includes sixteen which
guiding norm." He then goes on to say are exclusively Catholic. Here you have
that scientific, religious, •and philosophic an example -0f the equalized and wideprogress is dependent upon the extent of spread distribution that even the small- AFTER A Bl:T of analysis, consultation,
NEVERTHELESS, there are some peoest contribution will receive.
its toleriation · and practice.
and .outright arbitrary decision, we ple who are disturbed over the cur·rent
•While you are waiting at the next traf- decided that this week could be nothing situation, despite all efforts of the StuFor the sake of Dr. Bowers we certainly h-0pe God isn'·t the touchy sor.t of fiic light, read tha•t sign again·: "GIVE- other than International Coup d'Etat dent Council to the contrary. For .them
person who is easily offended. For Dr. the Community 'chest!"
Week. Mr. Adolph Hitler started all of we have flung together some discouragRussell's sake we hope the same. These
x
it by disturbing our breakfast •and that ing advice . . . .
two eminent educators, if y-0u .will per- No Pun Hel'eof thousands of Danes last· Tuesday by
"' "' * *
mit us to use that word, should certainly PROPAGANDA is quite a tangible seizing some Scandinavian country just
If the danger
get along well together. They .both repOf a stranger
thing in its effects, no maotter how before we got up, or before the mornresent the utilitarian-materialist type of much the pacifists try to laugh it off. ing paper went to press.
At the manger
college professor to be found in any Just •as truthfully, though, not ·all propa...t
Makes your dinner
"' "' "' "' "'
number of our large secular and state ganda is to be looked upon as evil, for i·t . THE BLA:CKEST headlines we've ever
That much thinner
universities. In effect they say 'Do what can be eonceived as simply g-0od adver- seen. And ·the same day, the annual
:For you, sinner .
thou will, so long as you come out on tising for the business of war, or if you photographer becomes spirited at the
ALL WELL and GOOD.
top', or 'Who cares about the means as are with the other side, the ;business of sight of our uniform and proceeds to unIf
Y·Ou holler
long as the end is good?'
anti-war.
coat himself and show us six machineAt
the squalor
We can agree·in •part with Dr. Bowers
'I'he little tins of propaganda, which gun bullets which he accrued someOf your parlor
when he says ·that toleration leads to one finds in quite a sizeable number of where along the Western Front.
While the Frenchmen
progress. Tolerntion is the key word. automobiles, Temind each passerby to
"' * "' "' "'
And their henchmen
But does he mean a universal type of '\Help Keep U. S. Out Of War." With
THE CON'l\INUITY is~ maintained by
Are all trenchmen . .
toleration? Would he permit any kind absolute safety we ean say that we are Juan Smeeth who is arranging some
ALL ·WELL and GOOD.
of actions for experimental purposes just no patriotic fanatics to affirm that the so:r>t -Of· alliance weeth the edgitor of .the
to see if by chance or luck, utility might sign does give •our hearts a tug.
If you're screaming
Edgecliff'• Ask REEM.
be brought aboll't? Should we permit
For the teeming
Mo doubt the reason is that we ·always
"' "' "' * *
murderers to run rampant just to see, if feel our first impression -0f the signs more
World's redeeming
TO CONTINUE, a11 four classes held
by chance, they might not eliminate profoundly. The sign, at first g1a·nce, ·meetings the other day. This is unusual
For cremation
themselves by killing one another, or r.eads: "Help Keep US Out Of War." since there is never a class meeting held
As summation
perhaps cause to be brought about a new That neighborly feeling really makes except under the gravest intercontinental
Of Creation ..
method of reviving the dead?
ALL WELL and GOOD.
America what it is. Why, no doubt, we'll difficulties. The Tesui.t .was an informal
We believe the purpose of teaching is take our first impression, and look no dance, ·a hay ride, a picnic, and a foot* • "' "'
not to shovel the mixed trash and vialu- f.arther.
STAY IN THE MIRE, MISTER!
ball election.
able matter oto"the students for them to
S-Ort out themselves; rather, we believe
th educators' should separate the chaff
By Jack Bruder
from the wheat and give the students
the truth. If we are to carry ·this "acaComplain that her cocoa's too hot,
demic freedom" idea to its ultimate end, SEVEN more weeks and four more days be slow in starting but at 1ast he gets
Suggest in a manner not rude
and we"ll be out of the calaboose, justice in his corner. Any corner will
any hare-brained teacher w~th another
That she might remove her snood.
theory of life, no matter how nonsensical battlin' the breadline. All is n-0t so bleak, do . . . According to Teports from MelOr don't you .wear a snood with cuor phantastic it may .be, should be allow- however, '.cause the Department of the vin "The Kid" Tepe who is really roHing
k<i .to spray his new idea over all the Interior in a special communique to any- the ·Senior Ball, Hartwell Oountry Glub, lottes. Well, to the right -0f us, to the
Casa Grande, and The Primrose Club left of us, ·behind, before, alongside, we
body maintains that a
youth in the nation.
are definitely not in the running as far as notice that the Masque WTecking Co.,
Sure we believe in ·toleration and free- co 11 e g e education is
.a site for the dance goes. Pshaw ... In headed by you know whom; slips in a
dom! •But we'd like to spend five min- worith no less than
the customary suave manner the Evening rear door while the campus slumbers and
utes mixing it well with good common 66,000 potatoes, which
Division dance makes socia·l history Fri- plasters the hall.owed corridors and classsense while Doctors Russell and Bowers is no small bucket of
day with the usual number of Avondale rooms with billboards announcing a cersit in the corner and listen to Kate Smith spuds if you have to
supporters plunking down a buck-fifty, tain ·~cathedral Murder."
Which deed
·peel t h e m y.ourself.
sing "G-0d Bless America."
Trotting r i g h t .along
say two <Jr ·three, principally Farrell and is nothing more nor less than corr~dor
----:x:---Tuke . . . Arata. and Jannings cleverly cide, and we hear of a movement afoot
behind this inspiring
Cops And Catholicspavaphrase the script at the Lyric Sat- to collect funds for a bottle of insectinews is another item
NOTICING A recent newspaper picture that we get personally
tidy eve, to ·the amazement of half the side. Checks should be made payable to
of five policemen and •an accompany-. when one or the 1939 <======== gallery, or how would we know about the anti-'Saxton £.action which meets daily
ing article stating that they were to serve crop .of grads pushes •a twenty spot across it. A neat thirty-five cents worth even except February 30 . . . Anyhow, there
as acolytes at a special ·policemen's Mass, a local bar. Twenty words of encour- without the paraphrasing ... Ray Burke, .is a juicy rumor that a cer·tain Anna May
we felt a little proud both in being a agement, no less ... Can't imagine what Russ Nickel, and a chosen two ankle is making things unpleasantly warm f-0r
Catholic and in being a citizen. As we that has to do wi·th the current price of down the cellar steps Arcadeward, where B. J. Brungs, the Kentucky version of
have mentioned previously, Catholicism porcupines, -0r with the latest aotivity on an unholy percentage of the lads put in Rhett ·Butler -0r Roy Atwell. My, my,
and Americanism were -0nce seriously the gadabout front so . . . the girl says time at <Jne hour or another Saturday. aTe we saying rumor? . . . Never end a
thought hy many to be incompatible. to her date, "Gee, Holman. that popcorn So, by way -0f example: Two Sweeneys sentence with a proposi·tion . . . "Rover
This news item is jus·t one more little over thar smells mighty good." "Y.erse," with Oavvy and Elleen, the "Joe College" Boys" Koch and Roll answer the call to
life in raising some of the people out of chirps Herman, "let's walk a little clos- girls. "Bumper" Schwetschenau, "Cor- the National Guard celebration Sunday
that mental rut.
er." . . . After a terrific struggle with nerman" Beckman, Ralston, .and Geog- morning early with Eileen and an anyThese officers are really a symbol of the Social Committee, Sam and myself hegan, .as lively a quartet as ever annoy thing but frightened Ginny -Of Seton Hi.
the harmony that can and does exist be- get ·the final okey on Trauth's appoint- •the milkman . . . Obviously the weekly Jo Wilson ·there, ibut lost in a maze of.
tween rthe true Faith and true citizen- ment as chairman of the Smooch Com- verse is getting no ·better:
wolfing; .and, likewise, Linz .and Joacober
ship, and seems. to substantiate our belief. mit~ee for the Senior Ball. Richard may
Should the girl in the blue c:ulottes
sharing a date (it's cheaper); so's sleep.·

By All Means, Freedom-

----x----

F I R E AT WILL

THE GOLDEN BOYS.
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THROW YOUR MAPS AWAY
SECOND YEAR
- - - - - - - - - - - . . - : CADETS PASS
EXAMINATION
'
Thirty-four second year basic
cadets have passed the recent
physical examination to determine partially their eligibility for
the first year advanced course
in military science, it was announced 'by Major Frank Camm,
assistant professor of Military
Science and Tactics.
1t was stated that these students would noi necessarily comprise the .first year advanced class
next year, bµt that they must also maintain the scholastk record
whLch would measure up to the
standards set by the :military department.
Those cadets who have passed
the physical examination are: J.
P. Abraham, G. J. Adams, E. A.
Burke, W. L. Blum, E. H. Bodde,
Jr., C. P. Branigan, J. W. iBrungs,
J. L. Centner, IR. S. Chalifoux, J.
W. ·Cheap, W. J. Craven, W. C.
Deters, W. C. Deye, R. .J. Dur·ban, B. 'B. Flanagan, C. J. Foote,
W. L. Gardner, J. M. Glenn, E.
E. Hahn, C. H. Handel, R. E. Kaske, R G. Kluener, ·E. P. ~refoner,
J. F. Ladrigan, J. C. !Miller, R. W.
Rack, R. .J. lR.ieckhoff, I. F.·iSaunders, W. R. Seidenfaden, J. A.
Smith, J. B. Tepe, G. W. Tracy,
-Jo• Swiul•
H.
iB. Washer, J. W. Willett.
It says the casualties include fifty-four Danes and two dozen professors
of

c~ntemporary

history , • , •

Hooray! Say Juniors

.
R f
Get $1.00 R ing
e un

JUNIOR CLASS
d TO HOLD PICNIC

-----------~--~

Tall, dark, and genial Bill Clark students concerned, Clark at press
is the current idol of the junior time gave to the News the folclass.
The reason for the idol- lowing statement: "The refund
atry is the official confirmation being given to every man who
of a rumor that has been sneak- bought a ring ·this year repreing through the halls for several sents the value ·at an average deweeks, namely, that €!Very jun- fidency of one pennyweight in
ior who purchased a 1941 class the weight of each ring 'as speciring is to receive a one dollar lied in the contract."
The
refund.
chairman also stated that both
Here's the story: Early in Feb- he and his 'Committee wished to
ruary, Clark, chairman of the publicly thank Fr. Benson for
Ring committee, took four var- acting in the ~apadty in which
ious-sized rings to four different he did in this matter.
"It was
assayers in Cincinnati for weigh- only through iFr. Benson," said
ing and evaluation.
He aver- Clark, "that we reached such a
aged their findings with the re- satisfactory and harmonious setsult that the rings were one pen- tlement."
nyweight under contract specifications.
Cl!affi, after conferring with
the other members of the ring
committee, Paul J. Burkhardt,
C IVI
Irvin F. Beumer, and John G.
·
Lucas, •brought the matter to the
attention of the ring manufacturers. They ·confirmed the deReasserting their early activficiency and offered to ,give a re- ity of the year, the Freshman
fund or remake the entire order.
Class met last Tuesday and forThe committee chose the former,
mulated
extensive plans for
and with the manufacturer's representative, asked Fr. John J. spring activities.
Benson, S. J., to act as a quasi'Most important Of the ideas
arbitrator. After several: weekS, discussed were a class picnic and
the matter finally came to a con- another .freshman dance.
The
clusion satisfactory to 1both ,par- former is to be held on Ascenties.
sion Thursday, May 2, at Sharon
To .make certain the situation Woods.
The present plan is to
would lbe entirely clear to all the ·Charge a nominal fee which will
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 'be used to defray expenses of
transportation and possi:bly refreshments. Robert A. Schmiedeke was appointed chairman of
a committee to !formulate de.finite plans for the event.
In its last meeting of the year
John J. Beckman, arts student,
held at the Fenwick, AlpTil 4th, after being named as Chairman
the tHeideliberg Clu.b heard a lee- of the proposed .freshman dance
ture iby Al. J. Menke, vice-pres- in the Union House, announced
ident. The talk concerned Rich- that the affair would ococur on
ard W'agner's opera, Tannhauser. Friday evening, May 10. InforThe 'business discussion re- mality will again ibe stressed,
volved albout the two items of and students attending are urged
the annual ibanquet and the cluib to wear sports shirts.
keys.
William K. Clark, chairAt the request of William
man of the banquet committee, Schrimpf, class president, the stuannounced that the IProlba:ble lo- dents pledged themselves to ob. cati-0n will be Olsner's Colonial tain votes for the election of J,
Tavern, last season's choice. As Paul Sheetz, Muskie 'gridder, to
in ':former years, invitations will a post on the Chicago Tribune's
be sent out to alumni.
All-Star team.
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With Picnic

Menke t.ectures
At Heidelberg

Four !business matters of vital
importance were attended at the
Class of '41 meeting of April 9th.
The matter of a class picnk was
first discussed and aipproved.
John T. King, Louis B. Jurgens,
and Eugene J. Ulrich were appointed committeemen for the
qffair.
A semi-cooperative systern was adopted as to refreshments and transP-Ortati:on.
The
picni:c will be held Ascension
Day, May 2.
.President William P. Knoepfie
announced the request of the Rev.
Laurence J. Lynch that all junfors particiipate in the commencement exevcises of this year as
ushers and helpers. The reason
for the request was cited as the
unusual proportions of the centennial commencement.
It was
resolved that this year's dass
would attempt to establish a tradition in that matter.
Petition sheets for the nomination of Paul Sheetz to the Chicago Daily Tribune All-Star team
were distdbuted and the wholehearted support of the class was
promised.
------1
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session, to 'be held at 11: 30 a. m.,
Thursday, in the Biology \building, will include scientific reports
of . general interest lby Fred D.
Droege, Paul J. Meiners, and
James J. Clear.
The illustrated lecture on anatomy, scheduled for Friday,
April 19, will 1be open to the entire student 'body, accordin~ to
an announcement made by Edmond H. Niesen, who is in charge
of arrangements for the speciaJ
meeting

read a "Toast to Pater Noster
Row"; Robert G. Kissel, who described in verse a "News-Butcher"; · Robert M. Weigand, who
read a familiar essay dealing
with modern philosophical outlook; Al J. Menke, "To A River", and Robert E. Kaske, an imitation of Burns' style, titled "To
a Dog."

EIGHT READ
FOR TAVERN

THE J. H. FIELMAN
DAIRY CO.

.

.

Phones

~

1

AVon 3116
AVon 6480

High Grade Dairy Products

One of the fullest readmg programs cin record was held by the
Merimaid Tavern on Monday,

2419 Vine Street

.................................................

Aipril 8, when eight of the mem- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ibers successively took over the
reader's seat, announced R·ayThe Finest In Portraiture
mond J. Wilson, Jr., Host.
Those who participated on the
U
Tavern's reading program and
their selections were: Wilson,
who read "Watch In The Night,"
giving impressions of a maneuTiffany Tone Portraits
ver of the ROTC at sU1111mer
N. w. Corner 7th & Vine
camp; Jerome M. Graham, who
read "Dress Rehearsal," a verse;
PA. 2277
John J. Bruder, "Pursuit", a
verse; William J. F. iRoll, Jr., who
"~

YOUNG
CARL
STUDIO

........-..............................11••············;;;;;;!1

ARTISTS
AND

MODELS

We're artists in summer clothing-and
our new models for 1940 a1·e master•
pieces of color, coolness and design.
There's an exhibition at your favorite
clothier-each a gt'.nuine original signed

PALM BEACH
lnclu<lcd are whiles and summery Airtone Suits for
campus and all-round wear at $16.75 ... Evening Formals for 11roms at $18.50 (cont and trouscrs)-and
slacks for sporls at $5. Goodall Company, Cincinnati,

In Early May

Mem'bers of the iBiological Society will hold their annual picnic early next month, it was decided at the last regular meeting
of the dub, held in the iBfology
lbuildinig.
a?r0ibable site for the
affair will: be Sharon Woods,
fourteen aniles north of Cincinnati.
The program for this week's

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

plus Featured
Entertainment

Always 1-0ok for this label

·S
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R
will probably bat in the clean-up
hole. Harry Russ, senior, or Nicolai, frosh,· will patrol left field.
At present Paul Sheetz is
handling the dirty end of the
battery work with Andy Craffey
also getting in some catching.
This is the weakest position
on the· team, but if either of
these boys come through, the
Musketeers should win more
than half of their twelve games.

BY FRANK GORMAN
With the opening game of a
13-game schedule less than two
weeks ·away, Coach Tony Camella's baseball team is hard at
work, but slowly rounding into
shape. Most of the work is going on ar.ound the mound, where
The schedule:
the veteran le.rt-hander, .Joe
Aprll 19-0hio U., here.
Gladstone, is fighting it out with
April 21-Dayton, here.
four newcomers, Robben, GeselApril 24-Kentucky, there.
bracht, Vaughn, and Puttman.
April 29-Michigan State NorThe rangy right-winged Robben
seems to have the bes·t chance of mal, here.
May 4-Western State Teachgiving Joe a battle for th~ opening game assignment, with Har- ers, here.
May 6-Dayton, there.
ry Russ, another senior, l;aving
May 7-Miami, here.
an ·outside chance. However, if
May 11-0hio U., there.
Gladstone succeeds in taming his
May 14-Miami, there.
early season wildness, he'll ·be a
May 17-St. Joe, there.
tough man to bea-t.
May 18-Western State TeachGates In Left
ers, there.
In the infield, the hole at first
May 25-St. Joe, here.
base, left by Don Oarroll's gradMay 27-Kentucky, here.
uation, will probably be filled by
Bill Gates. The Louisville boy can
field and shows promises of becoming a pretty fair hitter. Joe
Blunt will again hold down second, and will probably have
Johnny "Razor" Thumann on his
The inter-mural volley ball
right at shortstop. The job of
championship
will 1be decided
covering the hot corner is still
very much. in doubt, but will early next week in the dash ·between the Senior Scientists, who
probably fall to Ed Kiuska.
won the Day crown with seven
Joe Klingenberg is back to
wins and one loss, and the Soft
handle the right field spot, and
Soapers, who were the :undefeatSteuer will take care of center.
ed champs of the Dorm loop.
Steuer has shown the best form
The Dormites, led by Vaughn,
in early practice sessions, and
Robben, and Gates, will go into
the finals as t{le odds-on favorites.
The finals were scheduled for
-this ;week, lbut 1the \Gonvention
of !Chemists in Cincinnati prevented the Senior Scientists from
competing.
With the second round of the
'40 handball tourney finished, half
of the 4'4 starting competitors for
the Dr. Fay trophy have been
eliminated.
First round upsets
included
the wins
of Bill
BY JOHNNY LUCAS
Schr1mpf over Paul Beckman, D.
"X" Center
Foley over Bill Puttman, and
With the third week of spring
Ray Grogan over Bill Dougherty. drills on there are still some
1Murray Malarky defeated Lar- gaping holes ·at end and guard
to be filled. But one bright spot
ry :Heim 1by .scores of 25-23 and for Coach Crowe is the Muskie
21-19,
and
won ·over Bill backfield, three-deep in dynaSchrimpf 1by '21-17 and 211-15 to mite at every position.
I
.
a d van,ce mto the third round and
The backfield was a sore spot
last year because of injury-ridtake a favored spot.
Aimong the leading candidates dled ranks of ball-carriers. Affor the finals, which will be ter the first three games the
staged within three weeks, are Musketeers had to show a patchDr.oege, Keller, Espe!, Farrell, ed-up backfield.
Signal Callers
Inkrot, and Nickel.
The quarterbacking job for the
Blue offense will be divided beCHESS FINALS TO
tween "Red" Lavalle, fiery pilot
of last season, "Moose" Himmler,
BEHELD SOON
good punt receiver and signal
With semi-final matches to be caller, and' Wayne Stamm, small
completed within the week the but fighting frosh.
championship in the ehess tourJack Vissman, soph letterman,
nament should 1be decided in a because of his ·blocking and puntshort time.
This week Berga- ing, has the inside track for the
myer, ex.JMusketeer quarterback, right half berth. But Bob Janwill •battle with Weigand in the ning, frosh eaptain and right
upper bracket match, and Halpin half candidate, is .the pride of
O'Reilly Hackett will match wits Crowe's upcoming charges bewith .Jack 'Short End' Smith in cause of his powerful running
the lower division contest.
and blocking.
Both matches are a tossup al- McDaniel At Half
though Weigand is given a sUght
At lef.t half Joe McDaniel the
' soph triple-threat star of' last
edge over Bergamyer.

Final In Volley
Ball Next Week

Second Round On

In 1-M Handball

Tournan1ent

s
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Mound Staff Gives
Co1nello Biggest Tro11hle
Gladstone Likely
Hurler For Opener

T

r

'I

OPINIONS ON
SPOR-T-OPICS . ,

Joe Blunt, '40, ·a leader in the
I-M point race: "John Sweeney
has ressurrected i n t r a m u r a J
sports from the grave; from
oblivion to a first class campus
activity in a single year, and
due entirely to his untiring efforts. I mean all those big words,
too."
Kenny Jordan, frosh athletic
coach: "This year has, shown the
first semblance of intramural activity since I graduated in '33.
As a former I-:M director, I
learned that the success of the
program depends on the number
and spirit of the students taking
part in the tourneys. And student interest now is not as high
as it should be."
Bill Puttmann, '41, a leading
point scorer in intramur•als: "I
appreciate the opportunity that
the I-M board gave the students
to participate in football, basketball, volleyball, and handball. The only weakness in the
intr·a-mural setup, •and one over
which ·the board has no control,
is furnishing of equipment and
other facilities for the spoTts."
Ray Wilson, former sports editor of .the News: "Intramurals
at Xavier this year undoubtedly
add ma·terially to the athletic
life and campus spirit of the
University. It is a real pleasure
to see a program of intramurals
carried out efficiently.
John
Sweeney is to be highly commended."
Joe Gladstone, student council
president: "Intramurals have received a tremendous boost from
Director John Sweeney. If as
capable a .man can be found m
the years to come, :X:avier students need never worry about
intramural sports."
Charley Gaskill, '41, junior
muralist: "l . think intramurals
are great, but could be greater
if we all took an interest like
that shown by John Sweeney."

MUSl(IE BACl(FIELD. IS
IS BRIGHT ·SPOT OF DRILLS
season, will hold down first
place. But ·Chet Mutryn, frosh
passer and kicker from Cleveland, i's expected to make a
strong bid for a regular position.
Also out for the running-half
duties are Bob Brown and Bob
Rusche, two frosh speedsters.
Fullbacks
Art Sheetz, hard-running halfback, has been changed to fill
the fullback slot. Art is a power runner, a good blocker, and
punter, and should handle a first
string job.
MulUgan, heavy
driving frosh prospect, and Neal
Gilmartin, line-cracking freshman, should furni~h able reserve
material at this post.
The spring drills have shown
that the Musketeer backfield for
1940 should be on a par with
previous Blue and White line
material.

"B" TRACKMEN
Track men at the University
of Michigan disproved the old
theory that scholarship and athletics :won't mix by earning a B
average for t:he first semester.

from the

Press Box
By Larry Heim
In another part of this page
is a •Column of student views on
a pertinent Xavier sport question. We hope this means of
voicing student opinions will
prove its worth.
Next week the topic discussed
will be "Tennis at Xavier." Anyone with any ideas, suggestions,
or opinions on the subject should
submit them to this department.

U. is none other than Professor
T. Ennis . . . The enthusiastic
gridders of Capitol U. have only
one lament in connection with
spring driLls-"not long enough"
. . . The students at Creighton
hold an annual I-M Sports Banquet . . . The Kalamazoo Teachers of Michigan have lettermen
for every position on the baseball nine. Frank Overmire, star
twirler,
this week limited Ohio
*
* "' •
One of the least appreciated State to 3 hits in beating the
and yet one of· the most success- Buckeyes, 3-0.
ful sport groups on the campus,
is the pistol club. Sgt. Fletcher's
squad has racked up 10 wins
this season against 3 defeats.
BY CHARLES EVANS, JR.
The conquered foes include CorNo
golfer is ever really born.
nell, Y·a·le, ·and Arkansas. The
Ohio State team sent an inquiry Everyone of them had to be
ab'out a match here wHh the made, and often the least promMuskies. '.rhe up-state squad ising material turns out to be
was given an $800 allowance this the best in the end. All would
year for improvements for the never get far in the game unless
pistoleers and for the gun range. they could have the best possiYet we believe our firers can ble kind of a teacher; even those
stand up to any competition that who seem to play instinctively
the athletic heads can furnish well, need tuition. The golfer's
failure to obtain good profesthem.
sional instruction at the start is
* * *
"'
On the campus ... We learned responsible for many ·a life-long
from the leading golfers at X poor game.
College golf already owes
that prospects for a fairway team
look very dim at this time. Con- much to the present coaches
ferences between the students whose achievement will not be
interested in golf and those in overlooked or forgotten. Ted
charge of athletics have netted Rayseur of Northwestern has alUttle . . . The campaign to put ready done much to popularize
Paul Sheetz on the Chicago TTi- golf in the college; Eddie Twiggs
~une's All-Star team will swing of Stanford is one of .the most
mto Teal aetion early next week colorful coaches college golf has
with the Student Council issuing ever or will ever know, and
the ballot to the students. It is from him learned many interhoped that over 500,000 ·votes esting things about a college golf
can be solicited by :X:avier fel- coach. W. R. Smith of Minnefow students .of Paul . . . Prac- sota, whose temperament is pertice sessions are in full swing fect, hour after hour, with every
with the gridders and baseball- kind of a physique coming before him, has made a great reers plugging away in earnest.
cord. There is Bruce Drake of
* * * *
Oklahoma, who has a fine athOn other fronts . . . The Uniletic build, a truly powerful athversity of Detroit this week will
lete; also the Rev. George L.
stage the first intercollegiate
Holderith ·of Notre Dame, the
handball match with the Titans
"Yorld's ideal golf coach. Besides
meeting the Assumption CoHege
these mentors there are also Maof Windsor team . . . The Ohio
jor Cole of Louisiana State, Bob
U. Bobcat nine dropped its first
Kepler of Ohio State, R. Courttwo games of the season to South
wright of Michigan, and Walt
CaTolina, 6-2 and 6-1 . . . The
Burne of Princeton.
tennis mentor at West Virginia
Coaches Needed
College golf under these coachTENNIS TOPIC IN
es bears a lesson, coachless colCLASS MEETING
leges must look to their laUI:els.
An interesting sports note slip- Championships will not come
ped into the Freshman class their way. Student golfers to do
meeting this week when the their best must have the coachquestion .of tennis as a sport' at ing encouragement from their
'X' was brought up.
Thirty- colleges.
The colleges might
three 'fellows who were' willing pay these coaches a fixed salary
to sign their name to a list were and have them teach golf withfound, and ·Frosh prexy, BiH out a charge to the student, or
Schrimpf, ' appointed a commit- they might arrange a part salary
tee of Bob Schmiedeke and John- and part fee basis, by whieh the
ny Whalen.
,
student could be instructed in
Bill Knoepfle, president 'of the golf for a very nominal charge
t;unior iCiass, also appointed a per lesson-say twenty-five cents
committee, including Bill Putt- or less.
Let more colleges announce
mann, Paul Siegal, and Larry
Heim to work with the Frosh. their golf coaches. Others will
The two committees will see follow quickly. A good coach is
Father Bracken, S. J., athletic invaluable to a college. He raises
director, ~bout getting the courts the standard of .pay and shows
collegians what they should
in shape as quickly as poss~ble.
' The !frosh also discussed a strive for. Careful examination
tra·ck team, and named Leonard shows coileges noted in the num- .
Kheunle to consider iposs1ble cin- ber of good players have golf
coaches.
der plans.

..

GET A COACI-I

..
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BOOKLOVERS
PREPARE FOR
CARD PARTY
Acceptance to invitations to
become patr-0ns of the Booklovers Card P·arty to be held
Saturday, April 20, in the Florentine Room of the ·Hotel Gibson, are already beginning to
come in, Mrs. Louis J. Tuke,
president, announced Thursday.
Patrons already received are:
Rev. Dennis F. Burns, S. J., Mrs.
Clarence Tarr, Mrs. James Leonard, Mrs. Frank Gauche, Dr. and
Mrs. George Topmoeller, Mr.
Edward Romer, Dr. Edward Mc·Grath, Mrs. Catherine McGrath,
Mrs. Frank Kearn, Mrs. James
Wheeler, Mr. and Mis. Louis J.
Tuke, Mrs. •F. A. Healey, Mr. R.
W. Ahern, Mr. and Mrs. ChaTles
Leverone, and Mrs. J. Rielly.
The patron soliciting was conducted by Mrs. Vincent Beckman, and Mrs. Robert Mullane,
Mrs. Leverone, general chairman,
stated. Assisting Mrs. Leverone
is Mrs. Leonard Bernens.
In urging everyone to attend
the affair President Bums said:
"The Ubrary, an essential part of
the University, is a century old,
yet modern and ever-improving.
Annually it has many needs
which must be met if Xavier
underigraduates are to be thoroughly prepa·red for their careers. I hope that you will find
it possible .to make this party
one of your Xavier Centennial
'musts'." Fr. Benson, dean, added his plea for good attendance.
'l'icke~ may be had by calling
Mrs. McGrath at JEfferson 3220.

.Sophomores To
Plan Conduction
Of Visitor-Day
Calling a meeting last Tuesday, William L. Blum, president
of the Sophomore Class, asked
the assemJbled mem'bers of the
class to give whole-hearted support to the Masque Society's production of ''Murder in the Cathedral" to •be .presented at Wilson Auditorium ·on April 2'6.
A rather lengthy discussion of
school spirit opened .the meeting,
during wMch Halpin O. Hackett
addressed the assembly, telling
them of the plan underway for
the sophomores to undertake the
conduction of the annual visitors
day at the university in May.
It was decided that the memibers
of the Class of '42 would act as
ushers, perform exiperiments, and
act as hosts to the various high
school seniors, and their parents,
interested in ·coming to Xavier
in the .fall.
The Rev. John J.
Benson, S. J., dean of the college,
ex;pressed his whole-hearted consent to the venture.
Hackett
was aippointed chairiman ·of the
committee to carry out the plans
.suggeste<l._ at the meeting. Father Benson also suggested that
several men act as guides for the
senior high school students who
will visit Xavier as classes in the
coming weeks.
After the talk of Hackett, Brian tB. Flanagan, soph student
council representative, disclosed
the planS underfoot for the
placement ·of J•. Paul Sheetz, former grid ·captain, -0n the all-star
line-up this year.
After !being
assured of ithe support of the
class, Flanagan, also chairman of
the social committee of the Sophomore Class, proposed that a hayride lbe held sometime 'in May.
An Ohio University · faculty
committee is w-0rking -0ut a curricular calendar that will chart
college activities until 2,000 A. D.

OLDEST GRAD

DIES

Xavier's o 1 des t graduate,
Mr. Henry Nurre of the class
of 1869, died Tuesday evening at his residence 2622
Moorman Avenue, Walnut
Hills.
Mr. Nurre, who was in his
ninetieth year, had eight sons
and two grandsons who were
also Xavier graduates. A native of Germany, he came to
Cincinnati in his early youth
and became well known in
Queen City business circles
through his wholesale manufacture of picture frames.

Tickets Ready
For Masquers
Current Opus
(Continued from Page 1)
knelt before the altar of God are
portrayed by Raymond J. Wilson, J.r., Halpin 0. Hackett, William R. Seidenfaden, and Robert
S. Cahill. Wilson and CahHl are
also prominent Xavier thespians.
Robert G. Kissel, making his
first appearance on the boards,
depicts the part of a,prophesying
herald, who practically calls the
whole turn of events in T. S.
Elliot's New York and London
success, "Murder in the Cathedral." Three priests, the companions of Thomas, and the
keepers of the cathedrial, are
played by James L. Donovan,
Robert S. Koch, and Waller C.
Deye.
A group of townsmen., who
advise the Archbishop with tears
and en:treaties, are played by
John B.' Sweeney, Stanley A.
Bachmeyer, .John L. Muething,
James A. Lehmkuhl, ·Stanley
Krekeler, <i.nd Raymond J. Weigel, the only _veteran.
The play will be presented in
Wilson Auditorium on the evening of April 26. Tickets are
now on sale at seventy-five cents,
all seats reserved. Tickets may
be secured by calling at the Xavier University Bookstore, or by
contacting any member of the
Masque Society.

Jerome Graham
fs New ·Editor-Of Athenaeum
(Continued from Page 1)
S. Stagg, ·arts juniors.
The magazine is to be distributed to. the students at school
announced the circulation man~
ager.
The editor wished to remind
the students that an contributions are welcome and will be
given fullest consideration by
the 1board of editors.
Anyone
interested should see the editor
or his assistants.
The policy adopted by the moderator and staff memlbers is that
the magazine, which is scheduled
to make two more appearances
this school year, is to include
materials sulbmitted lby Xavier
graduates.
The Athenaeum's last appearance was in the spring, 1939. The
editor last year was Robert E.
Groneman.

OSBORNE'S
Barber Shop
1''0B BETTER IIAlRCUTTING

1726 Brewster, Avenue
(Juat ·West of lllonttr0m017 Bil.)
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Sophs
Gun
Forty-four cadets of the second
.year basic course Qf the ROTC at
Xavier were adjudged meritorious of the First Class Gunner's
Medal, Field Artillery, it was announced by the military department, Wednesday.
Robert A. Benkeser made the
highest score in the qualifications.
His average was 95.6 per cent.
In order of their standings,
the following wm receive the
gunner'IS medals: Benkeser, J-oseph W. Willett, William J. Everett, Russell N. Clark, William
L. Gardner, Harold T. Dempsey,
Rdbert W. Rack, Joseph .P. Abraham, Walter C. Deye, William J.
Craven, James J. Berens, George
J. Meiners, Robert J. Rieckh-0ff,
Joseph F. Ackerman, Charles H.
Handel, Edward P. Kreimer, William ·L. Blum, Harold B. Graf,
;I oseph C. iMiartinCll, Erne ran E.
Hahn, John R. Comstock,· Wil-.
liam C. Hugenberg, Frank J.
Niesen, Robert S. Chalifoux,
Jaimes C. Miller, Howard J. Nieman, John B. Tepe, George W.
Tracy, Charles E. Marqua, William C. Deters, Edward A. Burke,
Irving F. Saundem, James W.
Cheap, Paul J. Meiners, William
R. Puttman, Robert E Grever,
Brian B. ·Flanagan, J-oseph F.
Ladrigan, Robert E. Kaske, Bertrand E. ·Robiben, Gustav J. Adams, ·Leo J. Seitz, Raymond S.
Woll, and George V. Wunderlich.

Craig Speaks At
Alumni Banquet
Wednesday Night
Mr. J·ohn Craig, prominent
Catholic layman . from iLittle
Rook, Arkansas, and speaker at
the Catechetical Congress in Cincinnati last iN'ovem'ber, will ·be
the 'Principal speaker ·at the fiftysecond annual ibanquet oif the
Alumni Association, it was learned from the Alumni office. The
banquet is to 1be held Wednesday
in the Florentine Room o.t the
Hotel Grbson.
A
half-hour
broadcast will be heard over station WKIBIC from 8: 30 to 9: 00
p. m.
Thomas M. Geoghegan, general chairman, announced that a
silver-lbanded ebony gavel would
be presented to E. T. Hurley, past
president of the association, and
that the varsity Clef Club would

sing.
Present at the speakers' table
will be the Rev. Dennis F. Burns,
S. J., president of Xavier, Mayor
James G. :Stewart, and Rev. Paul
J. Sweeney, S. J., moderator of
the group.
Also invited are :Rev. Albert
Doerger, 1S. J., Rev. Thomas Donnelly, S. J., ·and Rev. C. J. Steiner, IS. J., rectors respectively of
the Milford Novitiate, West Baden College, and St Xavier High
School.
All members of Xavier's {!Urrent senior class are
invited to attend
The committee cllairmen are
as follows: Dr William J Topmoel:ler, Gordon -E. Nead, Eugene
A. 10'Shaughnessy, Fr. tSweeney,
Anthony B. Dunlap, and Dr. Henry F. Kenkel.

Four Years Ago This Week:
Elaborate preparations for the
coming presentation of "The HEAR FR. WITZ MAN
First Legion" by the Masque
Society were almost completed
Members of the Sodality atthis week ... Henry Homan and tended a talk given by :Rev. Arnold Witzman, Assistant NationWilfred Menke will be co-chair- al Secretary -0f the Catholic Stumen for the Senior Ball to be dents !Mission Crusade, on Thursheld May 15 . . . It was decided day, April 4th.
at the last meeting of the StuFather Wit2llllan outlined the
dent Council that hereafter stu- entire ,program of the Crusade
dents aspiring to become presi- and offered suggestions for a fudents of the ·three underclasses sion of the SOdality's work with
or members of the Council wlil the work of the Crusade.
He
have to present a petition for alJSo ·gave a short histocy of the
eligibility for election . . . The .c . s. iM. c . ·m w hi' ch th e prmc1· ·
Sword and Plume is sponsoring pal ideals and iby-laws of the ora competHive scholarship test ganization were evaluated.
open .to seniors of all Catholic
,_
High Schools in the Greater Cincinnati area ... Leo Sack, president of .the undergraduate "X"
Know the Best
Club announced
that "Hell
Week" for the monogram initia·tes would be held from May 2-7
... The Athenaeum is preparing
a spring issue to come out some
A Complete
=
time later in the season . . . The
Clef Club appeared this week in
Dry Cleaning Service
a fifteen minute broadcast over
a
=
Station WLW ... The first of two
1621 Dana ._ MEirose 2200
post season gl•udge debates be!
tween x;aver teams will .be held 5

................................... ...................
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Cincinnati Owned
cmd Managed

What's Your
Number?
ON A KEY RING ...
YOUR

19

40

LICENSE PLATE
IN MINIATURE
IN

c

ACTUAL

0 L 0 R

s!

Forgotten your new license plate number?
Never fear, here it is on the end of a key
ring and all done in the same colors and
style as the official ones of your state. ·A
permanent memo, always ready for reference. An identification in case of an emergency . . . and a gift of· imagination and
practical worth.

choice of any musical
instrument. complete
with private lessons.

1 00
Miniature License Plate with
3 00
Key Ring (Sterling Silver) ................. •

Sold on Easy Terms

Jeioelry-Street Floor

The DAVITT & HANSER
MUSIC CO.
416 Main St.
Cincinnati, o.

The H. & S. POGUE Co.

'If its Musical, we have it'

~

Miniat~ire License !'late with

Key Rmg (Chrommm) ....................... •
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[Editor's Note:
This is the
seventh of a series of articles,
written by Father Manning, to
' commemorate the hundredth anniversary of the Jesuit regime
at Xavier.]

THE VOW
By ROBERT E. MANNING, S. J.
In 1849 the number of students attendin.g St. Xavier College considerably decreased. We
can perhaps gather the explai:ation of this from a note which
appeared in .the catalogue of
that year: "On account of the
prevalence of the cholera the
greater part of the commencement exerdses have been postponed."
This was not the first visitation
of the terrible scourge. The
Asiatic cholera, originating in
China or Tartary, had reached
America in 1832. It came from
Europe, not, as was popularly
supposed, wafter hither on the
·wings of ·the . winds, but transmi.Ued by vessels crowded with
emigrants already suffering from
the plague. Starting from the
Grosse Isle quarantine station in
the St. Lawrence River, .the infection spread along the Grea•t
Lakes to Chicago, and soon the
entire Mississippi Valley as far
as New Orleans was afflicted.
The contagion rapidly advanced
up the Ohfo and penetrated the
·popul-0us regions of .the East. In
this vicinity the most prominent
of its victims was the Ri.ght Rev.
Edward D. Fenwick, first bishop
of Cincinnati, who died at W-0oster, Ohio, full of years and merits.
The attack in 1849 devastated

-~

Cincinna•ti .to a far greater degree than on the former occasion and, for a time, tw-0 ·hundred or more deaths occurred
every day. While the ·pestilence
was at its height a deep gloom
and solemn fear shrouded the
city and business and social life
were paralyzed. The physicians,
knowing liHle of the nature of
the disease were at a loss to cure
it and they were in the greatest
peril since they were the most
exposed to it. Though the mortality was at its worst during
the hot month of July huge fires
were built in all the streets in
an attempt to combat the infection by purifying .the air. But all
such endeavors were futile and
the minds of men were continually oppressed by the dark
spectacle of long lines of funeral
processions. As is usual on similar occasions many fled to the
country and there was danger of
the entire city becoming depopulated.
Three Jesuit Victims

Father Angelo Maesseele, pastor of St. Xavier Church, died a
martyr of charity in the service
of the plague-stricken. Scarcely
recovered from serious illness,
he persevered in visiting the sick
in the city hospital and pesthouse till one morning he woke
to find that the symptoms of the
cholera had appeared upon himself. Yet even this did not prevent him from hurrying to the
bedside of one more severely afflicted. Immed.iately on his arrival back at .the College he was
overcome with the fatal cramps
and within a few hours, after
~ntense but _most patienot su~ermg,, he expired. In the prime
of life, he was but. 38 years o~d,
he fell, as a soldier <>f Christ
must most desire to fall, in the
midst of battle. The third >to
succumb, though two years later,
was the celebrated scholastic,
Julius Johnston, who !returned
from a day of recreation at the
Purcell Mansion ·to die that same
night.
At this feairful time .the students of the College assembled,
of their own accord, on the 27th
of June, 1849, to take into consideration suitable means of
averting the danger of the prevailing epidemic. Cheri Nouges
was the leader <>f the movement
and presided at the meeting during which ·the following res-0lutions were drawn up:

Among those who fell victim
to the pla.gue we.re three members of th~ Society of · ~esus.
Father Christ~pher Genelll, ~uthor of the Life of St. Ignatius
of Lo~ola, had come .to t?i~ country with ·the_ famous miss1Qnary,
Fath.er Weninger. ~e was returnmg from St. Louis to Europe
in this year . of. 1849: but when
he reached Cmcmnati he became
College Resolutions
ill, the sickness devel<>ped into
"Whereas it has pleased Divine
the cholem, and within two days Providence to visit this city
he had died. Such was the var- among others .with the dreadful
ied nature of the disease that at scourge of the cholera which is
daily hurrying hundreds to the
times it st·ruck directly at the grave; therefore in -0rder to exheart and death almost immedi- press our humiliation under diately resulted; but often the vine dispensation, and to testify

Blessed Virgin a solemn vow
that if all the 'students of this
institution be preserved from
death by the cholera during the
season of its prevalence in this
city, we will cause to be made
two gold crowns, one for the
Blessed V.irgin and one for the
Infant Jesus, to be placed on
their respedive images in the
ch11pel of the sodality of the
Blessed Virgin.
Resolved-That a subscription
be immediately opened for the
purpose of carrying the a·bove
resolutions into effect.
Resolved-That if said v<>w be
accepted, the result shall be published dn .the Catholic papers of
the city, and the crowns be presented with solemn ceremonies."

The Vow
"Holy Mary, ever Virgin Mother of God, I, Cheri Nouges, for
myself, and on behalf of my fellow-students of St. Xavier College, in consideration of the
danger to which we are exposed
during ·the prevalance of the
dreadful sickness with which it
has pleased Almighty God t<> afflict the earth, having the fullest
confidence in thy power and willingness to protect us, yet sensible of our unw-0r-thiness t<> be
regarded by thee, do solemnly
vow and promise to Almighty
God, and to thee, that if thou
shalot so exert thy power in our
behalf that none of us may fall
a vicbim of the Cholera at this
season, we will procure two gold
crowns, one for thee and one
for the Divine Infant, and as
soon as may be, will cause them
to be pla~ed, with proper ceremonies, on thy statue and that
of thy dear Son in ·this chapel,
as a perpetual memorial of thy

written by Father Frederick P.
Garesche, who was a member of
the faculty in 1849, to the Rector
of the College in 1904 when the
crowns were repaired and beautified:
"I remember the meeting of
the boarders of St. Xavier College in that first year of the
cholera in Cincinnati. The whole
movement was in the hands of
the students, started by Cheri
Nouges and a few others of the
more :advanced in the College.
There was some opposition by a
few of the boys headed by one
whose name I do not recall, a
Mexican by birth. He refused to
the 1ast to contribute to the purchase of the crowns, saying that
he was not afraid to chance· the
risk. The others were won over
by the remonstrances of their
companions. The faculty and
professors took no part whatever, save that the movement
was sanctioned by them.

Miraculous Immunity
"Owing to the panic in the
city it was determined to close
the College earlier than was the
custom. The majority of the
boarders, amongst whom was the
Mexican, set out for their homes
by way of the Ohio and the
Mississippi, be.ing accompanied
by a priest, Father Mearns.
About midway between Cincinnati and New Orleans the Mexican was attacked by the cholera
and died. He was buried on
the banks of the Mississ.ippi. He
was the only one who had ne>t
contributed t-0 the crowns, invoking the protection of the
Blessed Virgin and trusting in
her safety, and who perished
from ·the epidemic. All the rest
were immune."

Going "two packs at a time" because

Chesterfield is today's definitely milder,
cooler-smoking, better- tasting cigarette
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These three qualities-MILDNESS,
COOLNESS, TASTE ... are the sum and
substance of real smoking pleasure.
You enjoy all three in Chester·
fi eld' s rig
. h t com b.1natton
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where cigarettes are sold you
can see these clean white Chesterfield packages going into more
pockets and more handbags
every day. All over the country
smokers are finding out you can,t
buy a better cigarette.

~ • • the smiling hostess
who welcomes guests
at one of New York's
most famous hotels.
She will tell you Chest·
erfield is the busiest
cigarette in the place.
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